We propose an analytic parametrization of all data for the pion form factor, which can explicitly accommodate, consistent with inelastic unitarity, both higher vector-meson states and a smooth inelastic continuum, in a rather economical way, This parametrization automatically gives the asymptotic behavior expected for a quark-antiquark bound state and is free of complex zeros.
-l-
I. Introduction
The last five years have seen a substantial improvement in our knowledge of the pion form factor F,(Q2), and now a very large range of momenta, 10 GeI? 2 Q2 ,? -4GeV2, has become accessible to experimental investigation.
l-10 Such a dramatic increase in experimental information both at timelikelm8 and spacelike 9,lO momenta has not been matched by an equal progress in our theoretical understanding of its detailed features.
In the absence of a theory, the step next to the collection of experime.ntal information is to attempt its classification via some phenomenological parametrization; this has of course already 11-17 been attempted by several authors, but in most cases either on smaller portions of the measured range 11-15 or in a language difficult to translate into the more familiar concepts of resonant contributions and underlying backgrounds.
16,17
A few recent analyses 18,19 use almost the same experimental information we use here, but we differ from them in two poi.nts which we think must be stressed. First, th,ls analysis weighs separately the "elastic", p-meson peak region and the regions of time and space-like Q2 where the effects of higher inelastic channels should be mostly felt, in an attempt to separate the two effects.
Second, we can rely on new, more accurate information in the time-like region, which allow us to put more severe limitations oa the couplings for possible, higher broad vector mesons.
We can summarize our theoretical requirements by saying that Fr(Q2) has to be a real-analytic function in the Q2-plane cut from 4,u2 to infinity, obeying the unitarity relations ImF,(Q2) = A* (Q2) FTtQ2) + dQ2) = A tQ2) F; (Q2) + 8 (Q2)
-2-on the cut, where A (Q2) is the J = I = 1 T -T partial amplitude and the inelasticity function o(Q2), defined as g(Q2) =C n + rr A;Tdn (Q2) Fn (Q2) P, (Q2) (2) (here pn(Q2) is the phase -space factor for the n-th t,ntermediate state in the sum), vanishes below Q2 = sin, the first inelastic threshold.
Furthermore, general beliefs in the nature of hadronic constituents and of their interactions lead to expect an asymptotic behavior 2o (up to powers of
with some "typically hadroaic" mass scale M = B (1 GeV).
Such a behavior will indeed be built in our parametrization; the result we obtain shows, in our opinion, that more "exotic" behaviors are for the moment unnecessary.
Despite the wealth of experimental data, our understanding of the detailed electromagnetic structure of the pion has not gone far beyond the initial attempts to solve, more21' 22 or less23 successfully, the two-pion approximation to the unitarity equations, when (T = 0. But if we wish to account for the features of F,(Q2) at least in the range of Q2 already accessible to experiment, we have to try for a solution of Eq. (l), consistent, in the same range, with the available information on TT scattering [24] [25] [26] and inelastic annihilation channels 0 7, 8, [27] [28] [29] [30] It must be noted, however, that such information is not enough to construct the 
where nil is the elasticity of the I = J = 1 partial amplitude A (Q2)0
Since our interest is purely phenomenological, we shall limit ourselves to building a model for Fn (Q2) which could satisfy automatically relations (1) and (3) and displaying explicitly possible higher vector meson states. This will then give a test on the presence of such states consistent with general principles, unlike some which can be found even in the most recent literature, which violate even the most elementary requirements of analyticity and unitarity. 32
As it is well known, very little problems exist for the solution of (l)- (2) 
where S = 1 + 2 i A = nll exp 2L611, and, introducing the arbitrary, complex phasea!, as Go= tan-l 'ys ' -771pos wll+yJ sin y + 7j 11 sin (2&11 + y) and q. can differ arbitrarily, evea for very small but nonvanishing y, from arg A, around any resonance or whenever 611 approaches any multiple of r/2.
The hypothesis y << 611 for Eq. (9) is then bound to give highly unstable predictions, whose local success may be purely accidental and whose failure is instead highly probable. We wish, however, to point out that our problems are not limited to our ignorance about a(Q2) outside of specific models, but are also in our too limited knowledge of A(Q2), and in particular of its phase 8 = Arg A in the inelastic region,
We shall then propose to use the tautologies still present in Eq, (9) not to simplify its formal solution, but to minimize the effects of our ignorance of A.
If we regard the introduction of the OmGs function G(Q2) as a way of separating the supposedly understood elastic channel from the mysteries of the high-energy inelastic contributions, we may expect that, in order to conserve the information has an absolute minimum for small but nonzero IAI. This happens for p =.j~r/2, which corresponds to the "old" Goldberger-Treiman choice 23for +,
In the case of the r-r P-wave, it can be easily checked that almost all inelastic phase-shift analyses 2426 indeed give values of GGT close to each other and to a simplep-tail ?i la Gounaris-Sakurai. 22 Note that stability of qGT at the p-meson is automatically ensured assuming sin > rni: the rather good experimental bounds on the p-meson inelasticity (typically < 2 X 103) corroborate the hypothesis, common to all analyses, 24-26 that no inelastic channel opens below the w r threshold. 
where we recall that both D and N are real-analytic functioas ia cut Q2-planes, with cuts running respectively from 4p.': to co and from 0 to -00. A solution for 'GT , properly normalized at Q2 = 0, is then
with z complex zeros in the Q2 plane, If aGT has to satisfy the asymptotic con- ImD (Q2) = -N (Q2) (16) so that in principle the left-hand cut discontinuity of N(Q2) will determine, to-_.
gether with the complex zeros in D (Q2), all the dynamics of the TT system.
We shall then write a simple one-level resonant formula for D, parametrizing it as (fixing z = 0, i.e., no zeros in FK)
D (Q2) = a + bQ2 + c h(Q2) o where h(Q2) =2

Q2 -t +--J+ (l-G&) [its', -wP",I ;
here f and C$ are defined as fixes all parameters in D (Q2) up to an arbitrary normalization,, 22 Due to the high inelastic threshold sin 1 (mm + /J)~, we can directly fit the formula we obtain thus, i.e.,
D(Q';M,I';t, R;L*) =M2-Q2-MI' h(Q2) -Reh(M3)
Im h(M2) -(8Re h /8Q2) 2 MI'
to the unnormalized e+e--T+T-cross section at the p-meson peak; including Recalling the definition (2) for a(Q2), we expect an inelastic resonance pi to appear as a Breit-Wigner-shaped structure (over some background) in Rea, and, taking formula (17) and imposing R = 0, we can write pi (Q2) = Dp)
where Di (Q2) = D (Q2; Mi, lTi;ti,O; li). Note that we must then have the inequality The best fit to the whole set of 66 points with a pure smooth background as given by formula (19) , is obtained with m = 3 and sin = t2 = (mp + 2~)~ for a value ,8 21 2,1, and gives a very low probability of 3.6 X 10 -3 ; however, the elimination from the fit of the points at 0 > Q2 > -1.5 GeV2 (where there seem to be some inconsistencies between data at very close values of Q2) produces the more acceptable probability of 2.6 x 10m2* At a purely statistical level, we do not have compelling evidence for additional time-like structures beyond Q2 = Sin , since most of the x 2 for the previous fit on all the 66 points came from data at Q2 < 0. for the "coupling constants"
Q!l( = -1.14 g p,an/fp' 1 = 0.00 We gladly point out that the good probability level reached with the present model ( N 23% at time-like and high space-like Q2) shows, much to our taste, that none of such features is required by present data.
It is also to be noted that a quite satisfactory value for the pion radius <a> z.483 F 2 , close to the estimate by Dubnicka and .Dumbrajs , 46 o 5OL 07 F2
has been found with a small scattering length, much smaller indeed than the one advocated by Ref. 19 , indicating that finite width effects and the treatment of inelastic contribution may explain. most, if not all, of the discrepancy between < rf> and the simple p -meso.n-dominance prediction 6/mE0 
